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Anxiety disorders are the most prevalent mental disorders in the world, creating
huge economic burdens on health systems and impairing the quality of life for those
affected. Recently, ketamine has emerged as an effective anxiolytic even in cases
resistant to conventional treatments (TR); but its therapeutic mechanism is unknown.
Previous data suggest that ketamine anxiety therapy is mediated by reduced right
frontal electroencephalogram (EEG) theta power measured during relaxation. Here we
test for a similar theta reduction between population-sample, presumed treatment-
sensitive, (TS) anxiety patients and healthy controls. Patients with TS DSM-5 anxiety
disorder and healthy controls provided EEG during 10 min of relaxation and completed
anxiety-related questionnaires. Frontal delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, beta, and gamma
power, Higuchi’s fractal dimension (HFD) and frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA) values were
extracted to match ketamine testing; and we predicted that the controls would have
less theta power at F4, relative to the TS anxious patients, and no differences in HFD
or FAA. We provide graphical comparisons of our frontal band power patient-control
differences with previously published post-pre ketamine TR differences. As predicted,
theta power at F4 was significantly lower in controls than patients and FAA was not
significantly different. However, HFD was unexpectedly reduced at lateral sites. Gamma
power did not increase between controls and patients suggesting that the increased
gamma produced by ketamine relates to dissociation rather than therapy. Although
preliminary, and indirect, our results suggest that the anxiolytic action of ketamine is
mediated through reduced right frontal theta power.

Keywords: anxiety disorders, ketamine, electroencephalography (EEG), theta frequency, response biomarker

INTRODUCTION

Anxiety disorders are the most prevalent psychiatric diseases in Europe and the United States
(Kessler et al., 2005, 2012), the sixth highest in terms of disability (Baxter et al., 2014), and
account for about 1/10 suicides (Baxter et al., 2014). They are a grave and ever-increasing burden
on healthcare resources (Kessler, 2007; Cryan and Sweeney, 2011; Maron and Nutt, 2017). Most
strikingly, anxiety disorders tend to start early in life (Cryan and Sweeney, 2011; Maron and Nutt,
2017) and often result in chronic impairment (Meyer, 2017). In Europe, work days lost because
of anxiety are higher than somatic disorders like diabetes (Bandelow and Michaelis, 2015). Across
36 large countries, anxiety and depression are expected to cost 12 billion days every year in lost
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productivity equivalent to a loss of US$925B (Chisholm et al.,
2016). A 1996 survey estimated the cost of anxiety disorders at
US$47B in the USA (DuPont et al., 1996; Kessler and Greenberg,
2002). But costs increase every year and, in 2004, the cost for
anxiety disorder in Europe was estimated at €41B (Bandelow
and Michaelis, 2015) while in 2010, the estimated cost jumped
nearly 5-fold to €200B (Olesen et al., 2012; Kalisch et al., 2017).
The COVID-19 pandemic significantly increased the number of
people diagnosed with anxiety disorders, with recent statistics
showing ∼35% of the total population in western societies
currently affected (Kowalczyk et al., 2021).

Key problems are that first-line conventional anti-anxiety
drugs (which are often also antidepressant) take a long time to
act on both anxiety (Bystritsky, 2006; Bandelow et al., 2008) and
depression (Muller et al., 2016), improve symptoms for only an
unpredictable subset of patients, and fail completely for both
anxiety and depression in about 1/3rd of patients (Nemeroff,
2007; Muller et al., 2016). Only some patients respond to the
first drug they try, and some do not show any improvement
even after trials with multiple drugs (Bystritsky, 2006; Aan
Het Rot et al., 2012). First line anxiolytic treatments produce
remission in 25–35% and response in 50–60% (Roy-Byrne, 2015),
so treatment resistance (TR) is common (Roy-Byrne, 2015;
Van Ameringen et al., 2017) and “30–60% of patients have
substantial and impairing remaining symptoms” (Bokma et al.,
2019). Benzodiazepines are more specific to anxiety (Roy-Byrne,
2015) but have similar TR problems (Cryan and Sweeney, 2011).

Hope is raised by ketamine. A single sub-anesthetic dose of
ketamine produces a clear therapeutic response in TR depression
within a few hours of administration, which lasts for about
a week (Aan Het Rot et al., 2012; Lai et al., 2014; Duman,
2018)—improving mood (Zarate C. A. et al., 2013), reducing
suicidal ideation (Duman, 2018), and preventing loss of life
(DiazGranados et al., 2010). Previously, we reported that low
dose ketamine is also effective in TR anxiety disorder—both
generalized (GAD) and social (SAD) (Glue et al., 2017). Ketamine
is also effective in OCD (Rodriguez et al., 2013), and PTSD (Feder
et al., 2014). Thus, most TR neurotic disorders may respond to
ketamine (McNaughton and Glue, 2020).

Unfortunately, we do not know the neural basis for the
therapeutic effects of ketamine. Ketamine is most obviously
a high potency N-methyl-D-aspartate non-competitive
glutamatergic antagonist (Zarate et al., 2006; Aan Het Rot
et al., 2012; Murrough et al., 2015; Duman, 2018); but, other
NMDA antagonists have not achieved: (1) rapid antidepressant
onset; (2) robust efficacy; (3) and sustained efficacy with a single
administration (Zarate and Machado-Vieira, 2017). We also
recently found no relation between the improvement of anxiety
symptoms in TR GAD/SAD and the levels of the ketamine and
its metabolites norketmaine (Glue et al., 2019).

However, there are other clues to the basis of ketamine’s
therapeutic action. We recently (Shadli et al., 2018) reported
effects on relaxation EEG in patients with TR GAD/SAD during
ketamine therapy. Ketamine increased high frequency EEG
power, and decreased low frequency power. Interestingly, only
the decrease in theta frequency band power at the right frontal
site F4 significantly correlated with the rapid changes in anxiety

measured by the Fear Questionnaire. These new patient findings
appear to fit with earlier preclinical and human data that link
anxiolytic action (Shadli et al., 2015) and anxiety disorder (Shadli
et al., 2021) to changes in task-elicited (as opposed to relaxation)
right-frontal theta-band EEG.

The aim of the present study was to assess whether the
reported relaxation EEG effects of ketamine (Shadli et al., 2018)
that correlated with its alleviation of anxiety disorder, match
relaxation EEG differences between non-anxious participants and
conventional anxiety disorder patients. Shadli et al. (2018), used a
variety of other EEG measures to analyze ketamine’s effects. These
measures were chosen by them because “in depressed patients,
ketamine specifically increases slow wave activity during sleep,
especially in those with low baseline slow waves, and this may
mediate its antidepressant effects (see Duncan and Zarate, 2013).
In healthy participants, it can reduce delta (1–3 Hz), theta (4–7
Hz) and alpha (8–15 Hz) band power, while increasing gamma
(> 32 Hz) band power (Hong et al., 2010; de la Salle et al.,
2016). But it can also increase theta power while decreasing alpha
power (Domino et al., 1965; Schűttler et al., 1987; Kochs et al.,
1996), particularly at frontal sites (Muthukumaraswamy et al.,
2015); so changes in bands can be interleaved, with decreased
delta, alpha and beta (16–31 Hz) mixed with increased theta and
gamma (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2015; Rivolta et al., 2015).
. . . [So] we assessed EEG by quantitation of power in specific
frequency bands and by measures that show depression-related
changes: frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA; Allen et al., 2004; Stewart
et al., 2014; Mennella et al., 2017) and increased Higuchi’s fractal
dimension (HFD; Higuchi, 1988; Bachmann et al., 2013; Akar
et al., 2015).”

Shadli et al. (2018) found no relation between therapeutic
action and other power measures, FAA or HFD (Higuchi, 1988).
Only F4 theta changes were related to therapeutic effect. Here, we
hypothesized that healthy controls will have lower power in the
theta band at the F4 channel than the anxiety disorder patients
(but did not exclude other power changes). We also hypothesized
that anxiety disorder patients and controls would not differ on
FAA or HFD scores.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

There were 34 (26 female, 8 male) healthy and 47 (39
female, 8 male) patient participants recruited through online
advertisements on a local newspaper site, Facebook, and
advertisements in supermarkets. Healthy participants reported
no major illness in the past month, were not prescribed any
psychoactive medication in the previous 6 months, and had
not consumed alcohol in the 24 h prior to participating in the
study. The patient group consisted of individuals who reported
experiencing chronic symptoms of anxiety or fear, but were
not receiving any pharmacological treatments at the time of
recruitment. Participants were also excluded from this study if
they had any history of substance abuse or other neurological
disorders. All patients (29 GAD, 10 SAD, and 8 PTSD) went
through the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview
(MINI) diagnostic examination by a clinical psychologist in
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a separate session before having their electroencephalogram
(EEG) recorded. Similar to the control group, these participants
were otherwise healthy. They reported no significant illness in
the past month, no use of psychoactive medications in the
previous 6 months, and no consumption of alcohol in the
24 h before the experiment. All participants received petrol
vouchers ($30) in compensation for their time and travel costs.
The study was approved by the University of Otago Ethics
Committee (Health: H15/005), and all participants provided
written informed consent.

Questionnaires and Demographics
To avoid questionnaire fatigue, the questionnaires were
administered in two sets. The first set of questionnaires was
administered before EEG recording: the Spielberger State-
Trait Anxiety Inventory form-Y (Spielberger et al., 1983); the
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire-Revised (EPQ-R; Eysenck
and Eysenck, 1991); and the BIS scale items from the Behavioral
Activation System/Behavioral Inhibition System questionnaire
(Carver and White, 1994). The second set was administered after
the EEG recording, and contained a subset of scales from the
Personality Inventory of the DSM-5 (PID-5) (Anderson et al.,
2013). Table 1 represents the demographic details of patients and
healthy volunteers.

Electroencephalogram Recording
EEG data were recorded using a 32-channel Waveguard EEG
cap (ANT Neurotechnology, Netherlands). The electrodes on the
cap were arranged in accordance with to the 10–20 electrode
placement system. EEG was recorded, sampled at 512 Hz, from 32
channels: Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6,
T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CP1, CP6, CP2, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, POz,
Oz, O1, O2, M1 and M2 with CPz used as recording reference.
Only the frontal electrodes F7, F3, Fz, F4, and F8 were analyzed
to compare with our previous ketamine findings. The EEG was
re-referenced to the average of M1 + M2 for analysis. Electro-
gel (Electro Cap International, United States) was injected into
all electrodes using a 3 ml syringe and a Precision Glide 16-
gauge blunt needle (Becton, Dickenson & Co., New Jersey,
United States). Impedance was brought down to below 20 K� for
every electrode. 10 min of Resting EEG data were recorded in 1-
min blocks of eyes open (EO) or eyes closed (EC) in the following
sequence: EO, EC, EO, EC, EO, EC, EO, EC, EO, EC.

Data Processing and Analysis
Primary Pre-processing
We used the same EEG post-processing as our previous
experiment (Shadli et al., 2018). EEG data and associated event
markers were imported to the EEGLAB toolbox for MATLAB.
Raw data were first down sampled to 128 Hz then a 1–63 Hz
bandpass filter was applied. 50 Hz noise was removed using
Cleanline (Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2015). Data sets were epoched as
1 s (128 samples) non-overlapping epochs for automatic artifact
rejection. Epoched data sets were visually inspected for gross
artifacts and removed from the dataset and boundary markers
were inserted to mark their previous locations. Independent
component analysis (ICA) was subsequently applied to the

remaining epoched data. ADJUST 1.1 (Mognon et al., 2011) was
used to analyze the ICA results and remove artifact components
to leave “clean” EEG. Artifact-free datasets were subsequently
converted from epoched to continuous. Similar to our previous
experiment (Shadli et al., 2018), we analyzed FAA and HFD.

Spectral Analysis
Artifact free datasets were re-epoched to 2 s, 50% overlapping,
epochs with a Hanning window. A fast Fourier transform was
applied, and the power spectrum was log10 transformed to
normalize error variance. The resultant epochs were averaged
to provide a single power spectrum for each participant, at
each channel, and frequency values were averaged in bands
defined as delta (1–3 Hz), theta (4–6 Hz), alpha1 (7–9 Hz),
alpha2 (10–12 Hz), beta (25–34 Hz), and gamma (41–53 Hz)
as previously (Shadli et al., 2018). FAA was calculated for 7–
12 Hz by subtracting logarithmic power at left electrodes from
their right-most counterparts [(ln (R)–ln (L)] for each of F8:F7
and F4:F3. This was for the purpose of directly comparing to the
FAA results of Shadli et al. (2018).

“Fractal dimension was calculated using Higuchi’s algorithm
with a kmax of 8 (Higuchi, 1988). After the eye-blink removal
stage, the data were subjected to an additional 2–36-Hz bandpass
filter, and sections with artefacts were manually removed. The
continuous data were then split into 2-s (256 sample) epochs
with 50% overlap. Higuchi’s algorithm creates kmax number of
new time series (with k running from 1 to kmax), each obtained
by taking every kth sample of the original epoch. The length of
the curve of each series is calculated and plotted against k on a
double logarithmic graph. If the length of the curve and k are
proportional, then the plotted data will fall on a straight line.
The slope of this line is the fractal dimension.” (Shadli et al.,
2018, p. 719).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out with IBM SPSS (version 24).
Mixed measures ANOVAs with group (patients, controls) as a
between-subjects factor were carried out on each of band power,
FAA, and HFD. For band power, channel (F7, F3, Fz, F4, and
F8), and band (delta, theta, alpha1, alpha1, beta and gamma)
were repeated measures with orthogonal polynomial components
of channel and band automatically extracted by SPSS. For each
band, log power values at each frequency were averaged to a single
value prior to ANOVA. HFD was analyzed similarly except for
there being no band factor. For FAA, asymmetry was calculated
separately for the F7:F8 pair and the F3:F4 pair, and the two values
treated as levels of a repeated measures factor “electrode pair.”
Significant effects were further explored where necessary with
post-hoc t-tests.

RESULTS

Patient vs. Control Overview
Figure 1A displays the separate patient group and control group
band power values across frontal channels (F7, F3, Fz, F4, and
F8). Patients had largely similar power across channels. As band
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frequency increased, power decreased, with delta expressing the
highest power and gamma the lowest. Theta, alpha1 and alpha2
power were all approximately equal across all channels. Control
band frequency is also inversely proportional to power, with
higher frequency bands displaying lower power values. However,
controls displayed an inverted-U distribution of power across
channels, with power in the central channel (Fz) lower than in
lateral channels (F7, F8).

Anxiety Effect
To allow a clearer picture of the role of anxiety, the
patient-control difference is plotted in Figure 1B and shows
the 3D relationship between frontal channel position and band
frequency. The same data are plotted, overlayed, in Figure 1C

to allow direct numerical comparison of the power bands and
shows that in anxiety patients power increased at the midline
(Fz), relative to control patients across all frequency bands. In
the lateral channels (F7, F8), the difference between control
and anxiety patient power was minimal and usually a decrease.
Thus, the effect of anxiety on band power produced an inverted
U-shape curve that varied in size, systematically (Figures 1C,D).
This change was largely a progressive decrease from delta
through gamma [group × band[lin] × left-right[quad], F(1,
79) = 10.021, p = 0.002] but with a marginal inflection with
lower values either side of alpha [group × band[quad] ×
left-right[quad], F(1, 79) = 3.573, p = 0.062]. The linear and
quadratic frequency trends of the inverted-U variation in the
anxiety effect can be seen in a simplified form by plotting

TABLE 1 | shows the mean and SD for age, STAI-T (T), EPQ Neuroticism (N), PID-5 anxiety (Ax), anhedonia (Ah), and depression (D) scores for each of patients and
healthy controls.

Age T N Ax Ah D

Patients 33.3 10.5 53.1 10.6 14.5 5.5 28.4 5.7 17.1 4.7 29.6 9.1

Controls 31.0 6.4 36.3 4.7 4.6 5.8 16.6 8.4 12.8 5.6 20.5 9.4

FIGURE 1 | Patient and control EEG power in the different bands across frontal channels. (A) Patient power curves are relatively flat across each channel for most
bands with the possible exception of gamma, while control power curves generally have an inverted U-shape. (B) 3D representation of the effect of anxiety
(patient-control power difference) in different bands at frontal-central electrodes, showing the systematic left-right channel × band frequency variation, detected
statistically by a significant channel[quadratic] × frequency[linear] interaction. (C) The same data as in B but with different bands plotted against channel as
overlapping curves to allow numerical comparison (frequency of the band is coded by line thickness). The anxiety effect for each band was an inverted-U function of
channel; that is, the strongest difference in power was in the central channel, with minimal anxiety effects in the lateral channels. (D) Linear trend and quadratic trend
of band frequency fitted to power values for Fz minus the average of F7 + F8 (which approximates the quadratic trend across channel). There is a significant
decrease in this component from delta to gamma (the dotted line shows the significant linear trend). There appears to be some non-linearity, with an apparent peak
at alpha1. The curved line shows the combination of the linear trend with the apparent slight, non-significant (p = 6%), quadratic trend.
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power for Fz minus the average power of F7 and F8 as a proxy
for the quadratic trend of channel (Figure 1D). There is a
predominantly linear fall off with frequency in the average anxiety
effect (dotted straight line) except that the effect for delta is below
what would be expected for a purely linear effect (solid gray
linear+ quadratic curve).

Frontal Band Power—Qualitative
Comparison With Ketamine
Figure 2 compares the current “anxiolytic” effects on frontal
channel band power (Figure 2A) with those obtained with
various doses of ketamine (Figure 2B, adapted from Shadli et al.,
2018). Patient power values were subtracted from control power
values to mimic ketamine’s anxiolytic effect (i.e., the opposite of
the subtraction in Figure 1) matching the post–pre subtraction
used by Shadli et al. (2018).

Figure 2A shows that control—anxiety patient power
differences were distributed from F7 to F8 in a U-shaped curve,
with the effect at lateral channels being close to zero. However,
non-anxious power at more central channels was reduced
compared to anxious patients. Across the central channels, alpha1
power showed the largest decrease and gamma expressed the
highest increase.

Figure 2B shows the published effects of varying doses of post-
ketamine administration relative to pre-ketamine administration

(post-pre difference) in power across frontal channels. The post—
pre effects increased steadily with dose across all channels: unlike
Figure 2A, high frequency power increased (with beta and,
particularly, gamma); while, like Figure 2A, low frequency power
decreased (delta, theta, alpha1 and alpha2). So, in general, the
effects of ketamine are opposite to the control-patient difference
at high frequencies but similar at low frequencies.

Higuchi’s Fractal Dimension and Frontal
Alpha Asymmetry Comparison
Figure 3A displays the anxiety reduction effect (controls–
patients) on HFD and compares this to the post-pre ketamine
HFD scores of Shadli et al. (2018). There was a clear inverted-U
difference between controls and patients with the lateral channels
showing larger negative values [group × channel[quad], F(1,
79) = 6.680, p = 0.012]. There was little difference in HFD at
Fz [t(79) = 0.534, NS]. There were no significant differences in
HFD reported by Shadli et al. (2018). Further, K0.50 produced
the highest decrease in Fear Questionnaire scores but minimal
change in HFD. The non-significant quadratic trends with K0.25
and K1.00 are in the opposite direction to the current results.

FAA, averaged across electrode pair and group, was not
significantly different from zero [intercept, F(1, 79) = 1.181,
p = 0.281]. Figure 3B shows the FAA control-patient differences.
FAA, averaged across electrode pair, did not differ between

FIGURE 2 | Power difference scores for control–patient and post–pre ketamine across bands and frontal channels. (A) Control–patient power is as in Figure 1C but
with the direction of subtraction reversed and graphs plotted to match the published results shown below in (B). (B) Post–pre dose effect of ketamine from Shadli
et al. (2018) with permission of the authors. MDZ = midazolam (active control); K0.25, etc., doses of ketamine in mg. Note power scale differences.
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FIGURE 3 | Controls–patients and post–pre ketamine HFD and AA differences across frontal channels. (A) HFD: Controls–patients displays a significant U-shaped
relationship between HFD change and frontal channels. 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mg/kg of ketamine produced no significant HFD effects and any trend is in the opposite
direction. (B) Controls–Patients FAA differences were not significant at F8:F7 and F4:F3 pairs. Post–pre ketamine FAA was not significantly different across 0.25,
0.50, and 1.00 mg/kg doses at F8:F7 and F4:F3 pairs.

controls and patients [group, F(1, 79) = 1.682, p = 0.198] and
showed no differences between the electrode pairs in the control-
patient differences [electrode pair × group, F(1, 79) = 0.150,
p = 0.700].

DISCUSSION

Overview of Findings
Our primary finding, using identical procedures to our previous
work with ketamine, was that patients diagnosed with GAD,
SAD, SP, and PTSD showed increases in frontal relaxation EEG
rhythmicity compared to the controls. There was no anxiety
effect at the lateral channels but anxiety was associated with
significantly higher power centrally, across all frequency bands.
These data are consistent with earlier findings with panic disorder
patients compared to healthy controls (Wise et al., 2011). At
Fz, power difference was generally inversely proportional to
frequency, with a modest peak in the alpha range. As predicted,
AA was unaffected and, while there was a significant effect on
HFD at lateral channels, this was in the opposite direction to the
non-significant trends in the ketamine data.

Comparison With Ketamine Study
Theta Reduction at F4
Our primary predicted finding was that control theta power
decreased at F4 relative to the patients. Both here, and in Shadli
et al. (2018), theta reduced at several frontal channels with
reduced anxiety. However, only F4 theta reduction predicted

anxiety symptom improvements with ketamine as measured by
the Fear Questionnaire. Our F4 result, therefore, supports the
notion that the anxiolytic action of ketamine might be mediated
through reduced theta power in the F4 channel.

We also found stronger theta at Fz in patients relative to
healthy controls and no differences at the lateral channels (F7
and F8)—consistent with a recent review concluding that midline
theta is an important index of psychiatric illness (McLoughlin
et al., 2022). Frontal midline theta is a distinct rhythm recorded
at Fz above the midcingulate cortex (Mitchell et al., 2008).
It lasts a few seconds during arithmetic mental tasks, such
as addition in the N-back working memory task; and has
since been associated with anxiety-like behavior. However, there
are several forms of such theta rhythmicity. Administration
of anxiolytic drugs, including benzodiazepines and buspirone,
increase frontal-midline theta power in the Uchida-Kraepelin
task with associated decreases in STAI (anxiety) scores (for review
see Mitchell et al., 2008).

The apparent specificity of the involvement of F4 is
unexpected. The changes linked to psychiatric disorder in right
frontal theta (Shadli et al., 2018) and in the distinct midfrontal
theta (Mitchell et al., 2008; McLoughlin et al., 2022) appear
more widespread—consistent with our present results. However,
source separation has demonstrated multiple midfrontal thetas
(Zuure et al., 2020) and these appear involved a range of types
of cognitive control (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014). It is likely,
then, that ketamine’s wide-ranging effects (both across brain sites
and across frequency bands) are the result of impact on multiple
mechanisms, the bulk of which reflect longer-term consequences
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of anxiety (e.g., changes in theta) or immediate side-effects
(e.g., changes in gamma, see below). The F4 effect, then, would
be related to a specific mechanism that, rather than being a
consequence, is causally related to the generation or maintenance
of anxiety. Much further work would be needed to determine if
this is the case.

The mechanisms of action of ketamine on psychiatric
disorders in general and anxiety and F4 theta in particular are
unclear. As noted in the introduction, its therapeutic effect is not
via its known NMDA receptor effects (Zarate et al., 2006; Aan
Het Rot et al., 2012; Murrough et al., 2015; Zarate and Machado-
Vieira, 2017; Duman, 2018) nor linked to its metabolites (Glue
et al., 2019). Given its wide-ranging effects on brain activity,
most of which appear causally unrelated to anxiety it will be
hard to uncover its primary therapeutic mechanisms. Its effects
on theta rhythmicity (Engin et al., 2009) in a well-validated rat
electrophysiology model of anxiolytic action (McNaughton et al.,
2007) could provide a guide to its anxiolytic action. Whether its
antidepressant actions are related to theta (or F4) remains to be
determined but, given the nature of the drugs detected by the rat
model, is unlikely.

Gamma Band Changes
With ketamine (Shadli et al., 2018), gamma power across
frontal channels (including F4) increased. In contrast,
gamma power at F4 in control participants relative to
anxiety disorder patients decreased. This implies that the
increase in gamma power after ketamine administration is
unrelated to its anxiolytic action. At the doses used in our
previous studies of anxiety reduction, ketamine produces
strong dissociative effects (Glue et al., 2019), which include
euphoria and hallucinations. Since these are not symptoms
of anxiety it suggests that an increase in gamma power is
associated with the hallucinatory effects of ketamine. Gamma
frequency has previously been linked to NMDA antagonism.
Blockade of the NMDA receptors in rat neocortex in vivo has
led to dose-dependent increase in gamma power (Pinault,
2008). Administration of NMDA receptor antagonists, such
as ketamine, have also induced hallucinations in healthy
participants (Krystal et al., 1994; Lahti et al., 1995). These
studies imply that the dissociative effects of ketamine result
from its NMDA antagonist properties, causing an increase in
gamma band power.

Higuchi’s Fractal Dimension Changes
Shadli et al. (2018) found no significant HFD differences
between pre- and post-ketamine administration at any dosage.
In contrary, we found significant differences in HFD at the
lateral channels (F7 and F8) between anxiety patients and
controls, consistent with our earlier findings (Kawe et al.,
2019). These results suggest that a shift from an anxious to
a non-anxious state is related to a reduction in HFD at the
lateral channels, corresponding to left and right prefrontal sites.
Note that the direction of change here is the opposite of
the non-significant trend differences with ketamine. The HFD
differences, here, are also at lateral sites whereas the theta power
differences are not.

Alpha Asymmetry Differences
No significant difference was observed in FAA between anxiety
disorder patients and controls—consistent with our hypothesis
that no difference in FAA would be observed between anxiety
patients and controls. Shadli et al. (2018) found no significant
difference between pre-ketamine and post-ketamine treatment
on FAA at any dose.

Overview of Findings and Limitations
There is an urgent need to uncover the causes of anxiety disorders
to reduce the global crisis, which is being worsened by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Ketamine and similar fast acting drugs
could be a game changer in the treatment of anxiety disorders.
However, ketamine is currently an off-label drug because of its
abuse potential, and strong dissociative and hallucination effects,
limiting its use out of the clinic. Continuous efforts are needed
to better understand its mechanism of action, which will provide
for development of similar drugs with reduced side effects. Given
our low sample size, our findings need to be approached with
considerable caution. Future studies should have larger sample
sizes of both anxious and healthy volunteers and more direct
comparison of ketamine affects with natural anxiety differences.
Further our method is comparative and while consistent with
our hypothesis and strengthening our previous conclusions about
ketamine, cannot be taken as proof. That said, our right frontal
theta (F4) or the quite distinct frontal-central (Fz) theta should
provide guidance toward better understanding of the mechanism
of action of ketamine in anxiety disorders.
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